This paper presents a new hybrid control algorithm based on saturation functions and its real-time application to a ground vehicle. The hybrid control is developed from a nonlinear continuous control law and the objective is to obtain the optimal sampling period to apply the controller in real experiences. The stability analysis was made in discrete time. The experimental platform is composed of a remote control toy car and a vision system. The vision system is built using a simple webcam and a diode laser. This system is fast, accurate, inexpensive and easy to implement. Simulations and experiments show the stability and robustness of the closed-loop system. The proposed control law performance is compared with a linear control algorithm.
Introduction
The problems arising in the implementation of continuous time control laws have attracted a growing interest among the research community. The fact that, in practice, every control input of a system is always limited motivates the study of the stabilization of linear control systems with bounded inputs. For exponentially unstable systems, i.e., systems with poles in the open right half-plane, only locally stabilizing controllers can be obtained; therefore, globally stable control systems can only be obtained for integrators in cascade or in general for null controllable systems [1] .
The stabilization of linear systems with bounded controls has been studied since the seventies. Indeed, Fuller [2] showed that it is not possible to globally stabilize three or more integrators connected in cascade by simply saturating a stabilizing state feedback control law. Later, Sussmann et al. [1] showed this constraint can be extended to systems having three or more eigenvalues on the -axis. Teel [3] proposed a control algorithm that achieves global asymptotic stabilization of a chain of n integrators. The control strategy is based on a series of nested saturation functions. Sussmann et al. [1] generalized Teel's idea in 1994 to the case of continuous-time null controllable systems. Then, Johnson and Kannan [4] provided an approach that allows the designer to pick transformations that facilitate the placement of the closed-loop poles. Yang et al. [5] proposed the discrete-time counterpart of Sussmann's extension. This approach is iterative and constructive and requires several matrix transformations that have to be computed. Note that Marchand and Hably [6] improved the performance of the nonlinear control law proposed in [1] for a continuous-time chain of integrators by introducing variable saturation levels. They also provided numerical comparisons between several techniques based on bounded inputs in order to measure the convergence speed of the algorithms.
Lin and Saberi [7] proposed a linear controller that achieves semi-global stabilization for nullcontrollable linear systems using state feedback. In 1995, the same authors [8] proposed a semi-global stabilization scheme for the discrete-time case by using a linear controller that achieves pole placement. In [9] , an alternative way to semiglobally stabilize a continuous-time linear system having poles in the closed LHP with amplitude constrained inputs is proposed. The discrete-time counterpart is presented in [10] .
In addition, only few control results have been tested in real experiences, for example Castillo et al. [11] showed experimentally, on a quad-rotor mini-aircraft platform, that the optimal control is less efficient than a bounded controller based on Teel's nested saturations.
A common situation in real-time experiences is to apply the control law in a PC or micro controller, this is, the control algorithm is constructed in a way that it holds the analog signal constant until a new conversion is commanded. It is then natural to choose the sampling instants as the times when the control changes; then, to apply this control strategy in a real-time experience, we need to obtain the discrete-time model of the system, but we need also to prove that the closed-loop system remains stable.
In this paper, we address the problem of obtaining the optimal sampling period T to assure that the closed loop system remains stable when implementing non-linear control algorithms in real experiences. On the other hand, we present also a new low-cost camera-laser vision sensor to measure the distance using a simple webcamera and a diode laser. The new sensor is designed to be used in the real experiences to provide the distance feedback to our control.
Range sensors based on lasers have been developed since the seventies, a review can be found in [12] . Many companies offer industrial 3D scanners, see [13] , most of them use laser-based techniques. Even though these scanners are widely used, research on range sensors using structured light remains very active [14] . Industrial scanners are normally expensive. A low-cost technique uses one or more laser sources and a camera to triangulate laser projections in order to estimate the three-dimensional structure of objects [15] .
Recently, control systems rely increasingly on vision systems as input. This is mainly due to the fact that vision systems have become smaller, faster, reliable and inexpensive. Some control strategies use fixed cameras, which are external to the plant, to implement different tasks, it is the case of manipulator arms [16] . Mobile robots can also be controlled using externally fixed cameras where the control is constrained to the field of vision of the cameras. In order to provide autonomy to the robots, all sensors must be embedded in the robot.
A vision module must provide the control system with useful information to decide how to move. This information can be classified in threedimensional data, image measurements in 2D or a combination of them [17] [18] . Three-dimensional information, such as points, vectors and rotation matrices, is used to situate the robot in a 3D world. On the other hand, using image measurements means that the vision system delivers data computed from the image which is sufficient to control the robot but that is not 3D information. Control strategies using the first or the second type of information have been traditionally treated with names such as "look and move" vs. visual servoing [19] , [20] , camera space manipulation [16] and others.
Control strategies using image measurements can sometimes improve accuracy avoiding redundant computations and also resulting in faster algorithms.
In this work, three-dimensional information is used to control an autonomous robot. A distance defined into a three-dimensional world is estimated using a vision sensor. The distance of the vehicle to an object in front of it is computed using a camera/laser simplified range sensor. This distance is used in a closed-loop system to keep the vehicle at a specified distance from the object. The experimental platform used is composed of a toy car equipped with a webcam and a diode laser. The vision sensor must have a fast response in order to work in the closed-loop system. Therefore, the goals of this paper are
• To present a new idea to obtain the optimal sampling period T to assure that the closed-loop system to implement nonlinear controllers in real experiences remains stable.
• To present a low-cost camera-laser vision sensor to measure the distance using a simple webcam and a diode laser. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 explains the dynamic model of the vehicle. The hybrid control is developed in Section 3, stability is proved in discrete time and some simulations are shown. The camera-laser sensor is described in Section 4. Experimental results appear in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 is reserved to conclusions.
Dynamic model of the vehicle
The dynamical equation of the cart in the -axis may be obtained by setting it out in 2D, with two identical wheels and a chassis, see Figure 1 . We will denote the mass of each wheel , , its center (which is assumed to be also its center of gravity), its radius and its moment of inertia..For the chassis we will denote its mass and the distance between wheels. The center of gravity of the chassis is assumed to be on its middle. The contact between ground and wheels is assumed to be a point, and the study will be done in the case of limiting friction for each wheel.
Each wheel , ∀ = 1,2, is subjected to the following forces: 1. Its weight Moreover, , ≈ , with the coefficient of friction between wheel and ground. The torque applied to the axis of the driving wheel is denoted by . In addition, the chassis is subjected to its weight = , applied in its center. Thus, from Figure 1 and employing the Newton approach, it yields for the driving wheel: Figure 1 . Scheme of the cart.
The dynamic for the free wheel is described by,
From Figure 2 , the chassis equations are
After some algebraic manipulations using (1)- (9), we obtain, =
Note that, (10) is the classical mathematical equation of a cart moving along the -axis, the friction terms being neglected. Furthermore, the robustness of the control strategy will be proved in real time experiences where the friction is present.
The control law applied to the cart is based on saturation functions; stability of the closed-loop system for the continuous time was proved in [21] ; however, the control strategy will be computed in discrete time and its stability in this case is not proved yet, thus, the proposed control law has the form: And , is a function of and . For further analysis, we will use = as the control input.
Hybrid control
As mentioned before, in real-time experiences the control law is applied in a PC or micro controller and it is natural to choose sampling instants, , as the times when the control changes. In this section, the optimal sampling period = − is Figure 2 . Chassis of the cart.
obtained to assure that the closed-loop system remains stable when implementing the control algorithm in real-time experiments. For further analysis, we will make = 0.
Let us define the following functions:
then,
Making a new system given by (14) and (10) and rewriting them in terms of , we get
or in the classical form: The discrete-time model of (16) is
where =
Exact discretization may sometimes be intractable due to the heavy matrix exponential and integral operations involved. It is much easier to calculate an approximate discrete model, based on that for small time-steps. The approximate solution then becomes
with being the identity matrix. Consequently, Rewriting (17),
the discrete time form of the control input (11) is
using the above into (20) , it yields = − + .
Note from the above that, if
this implies that, for all < 2 , all poles lie inside the unit circle and consequently will decrease. This follows that there exists a such that for all > , < . Choosing = 2 , we obtain
From ( . Notice that, decreases and is bounded, this will imply that, will be also quite small; thus, Equation (23) can be rewritten as follows:
The above system will be asymptotically stable if all poles lie inside (none is on) the unit circle, or what is the same, all poles have magnitude less than 1; therefore, it is necessary that + < 2. To know the values of to remain the system stable, the previous inequality needs to be solved, thus, + 2 − 4 < 0 solving the above equation, the possible values to make the system stable are for all ∈ 0, 1.2361 .
With the above, it follows that and goes to zero. Consequently, from (13) and (12), and goes also to zero.
Simulations
In this section we present the performance in simulation when applying the control strategy (21) into the system (17). We used a pulse of amplitude 15 cm every 50 sampling instants as the desired position. Figure 3 shows the system response when applying the proposed control algorithm with a sampling period of = 1. Note from this figure that the system in this case remains stable.
Incrementing the sampling period to = 2, the closed-loop system becomes unstable, see Figure  4 . This fact is normal because for this case is outside the range of possible values.
Camera-Laser sensor platform
The experimental platform (see Figure 5 ) is composed of an electrical cart moving only along the axis, a vision-laser sensor and the Matlab XPC target system.
The distance between the cart and the wall is measured using a low-cost sensor composed of a camera and a laser. The camera is "looking" at a spot projected on the wall by a laser pointer, then The sampling period for this case is = 1. the image is sent to a computer station (PC vision) to estimate the distance with respect to the camera coordinate system.
The resulting -position is sent to the ground station computer to compute the control inputs using a XPC Target and the RS232 serial communication. The control input is then sent to the motors of the car through an Advantech PCL-726 output card. Due to physical constraints in the motors of the cart, the control input signal must satisfy the following inequality:
Camera calibration
We used a calibration technique proposed by Zhang [22] to calibrate the camera. It uses a planar pattern to compute both intrinsic and extrinsic parameters; with this method, we do not need to know the orientations of the pattern, we just need to know its dimensions. First, the intrinsic parameters of the camera are computed and then the extrinsic parameters can be computed for each pattern position. In this work, after calibration of the camera and the laser, all points and vectors are referred to the three-dimensional camera coordinateMsystem. The sampling period for this case is = 2. 
and the extrinsic parameters are composed of a rotation matrix and a translation vector, both of them are three-dimensional.
Calibration of the laser
The aim of this calibration is to find a point and a vector which define the origin and the direction of the laser in the camera coordinate system. We used a similar technique as for the camera calibration. Once the laser was fixed relatively to the camera, some images of the pattern are taken.
In each image, we can easily locate the laser spot position in the pattern = , , 0 which corresponds to its coordinates in the pattern coordinate system, these points are measured manually. Having the intrinsic parameters of the camera, the extrinsic parameters can be computed for each pattern position (see [22] ), these parameters correspond to matrix and vector . In this way, points can be mapped from the pattern coordinate frame to the camera frame using:
where denotes the coordinates of a point in the pattern coordinate system and its coordinates in the camera system, thus, the coordinates = , , of the laser spot in the three-dimensional camera coordinate system are given for each frame by
With one pattern image, we can find a possible origin of laser , and with a minimum of two images, we can define the laser direction . Using images, we get points, a linear regression in 3D-space; the Principal Components Analysis is performed to find the closest line to all of the points. This is done in order to improve precision in the presence of noise (normally imprecisions measuring ).
Computing the distance
Here, all points and vectors are referred to the three-dimensional camera coordinate system. Once both camera and laser are calibrated, computing the distance between the camera center and the laser spot entails a triangulation problem (same as using stereovision [23] ). The goal is to find the intersection between two rays: the one from the laser , and the one coming from the optical center of the camera passing through the laser spot seen in the image (see Usually, due to noise, the two rays do not cross; thus, a simple solution is to choose the midpoint of the common perpendicular to the two rays. This is called the midpoint method. For a comparison of different triangulation methods see [24] .
The midpoint of the two rays is the point that minimizes the sum of the distance from the point to each ray. In this way, if each ray is characterized by a normalized vector , , and a point , , = 1, 2, the square distance between a point , , and the ray is given by
To find the midpoint, we have to minimize the sum = + ; thus, differentiating with respect to , and gives:
To find the minima, we equalize each derivate with zero; then, rewriting (28) 
In practice, a Gaussian elimination is used to solve (32). To validate the previous algorithms, some manual tests were performed. The vision system was moved along a line and the max error obtained during the test was of two pixels. In addition, the error in the distance measurement depends directly on the distance between the camera and the laser spot.
Experimental results
In this section, we present the experimental results obtained applying the control strategy (21) and a linear control strategy (PD) to stabilize the cart in a desired position ( = 450mm). The experiment was performed as follows: the car is located initially at a random position and a fixed desired position, , is defined. When the car is stabilized in , we apply several manual perturbations, i.e., when the car reaches the desired value, we move it with the hand, changing its position. This fact leads the vision system to compute the new distance and this information is thus sent to the control algorithm. A new error is then estimated and the control law is recalculated to stabilize the system, see Figures 7-8.
Note from Figure 7 that the linear control law (PD) stabilizes the car in the desired position, but the performance is reduced when applying manual perturbations; it can be seen from the magnitude of the over jumps before the system stabilizes again. Notice also that the control input has high values. Figure 6 . Laser and camera. The midpoint algorithm computes the point between the perpendicular of two rays which is equidistant to the two rays.
From Figure 8 , note that when applying the proposed controller, the performance of the system is better. Even in presence of manual perturbations, the performance of the closed-loop system is better than when using a linear controller. In addition, the control input is smaller and bounded.
Conclusions
This paper presented a new hybrid nonlinear control based on saturation functions. The system includes a vision sensor composed of a camera and a laser. The model studied is a vehicle moving along one axe only. A discrete-time model has been obtained from the continuous dynamic model and the stability of the closed-loop system was proved. Simulations in discrete-time were performed. The experimental platform developed was composed of an electrical remote control toy car equipped with a low-cost vision sensor. This sensor was developed using a web camera and a diode laser. The vision sensor has a good trade-off between computational cost and precision, being quite fast and accurate to our control purposes. Experimental results in real-time showed that the proposed controller performs better than a classical linear control law. Figure 7 . System response of the closed-loop system using a PD control strategy. Figure 8 . System response of the closed-loop system using a nonlinear control strategy based on saturation functions.
